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Throughout the machine tool industry,  the utilization of components using 
pressurized fluids is steadily inoreasing in importance. 

Thus it has been possible to develop,   i- Argentina, standard pneumatic and 

hydraulic components currently used in machine tools of modern design, with a view to 

meeting the requirements of the new automated production techniques. 

The development of these components in Argentina can be divided into thr«« 
stagesi 

St 9 I - before l?6o 

During this period knowledge of hon to use these components was not v«ry 

widespread, and the sector was therefor« vary heterogeneous, »achine too! manufacturer, 
•ither making their own components or importing them. 

In thi. period the first component factories having clear ideas on the importano« 
of pneumatic and hydraulic components war« aatablishad. 

gtjgs 2 - fro« 1963 to l<Tfl 

This is the stage in whioh knewled«« of the technique was disseminated and in which, 

after much hard work, intermediate technical level, in design were attained, a more 

unified approach was evolved, and usara bagan to form a markat, with the re«ult that 
manufacturers could xhen produoe. 

Also, the latter part of this period was the time when the new models of 

componente designed to «arve multiple purpoaas and incorporating a technology 

appropriate to modern volume, and technique« (injection techniques, use of new 

materials,  »tran.fer machining-, test «yetem«, etc) began to be manufactured. 

Con.equmntly, our production rang« cover« components for pressure generation, 

numerical control, distribution and final utilisation, and the designer can thu. be 

supplied with suitable components and «peoialieed technical «Mietano«. 

Stag« I - from 1971 to th« rTtr „^ 

The l«v«l attained in thi. field i« «udì that today practically no pneumatic or 

hydraulic component« er. importe*    they are in fact exported, co«p«ting on the world 
market. 
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The various typet of pneumatic end hydraulic componenti concerned aret 

Hydraulic motora, 
Preaaure generating aeta and pumpa, 
Hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders, 
Hydro-pneumatic oylinderà, 
Booster cylinders, 
Hydraulio and pneumatic valves and electro-val ves, 
Different types of control valves, 
Different types of accessory valves, 
Filtering equipment - pneumatic circuit control and lubrication, 
Logic elementa for numerical control, 
Hydraulic and pneumatic accessories, 
Hydraulic copying devi oes, 
Pneumatic platee, 
Automatic pneumatic feeds for strip, 
Small hydro-pneumatic operating units, 
Hydro-pneumatio feeds for drilling machines, 
Pneumatic rotary tables, 
Pneumatic jaws, 
Sto. 

Sinoe the range of hydraulio and pneumatio components it extensive, over twenty 

manufacturers are engaged in their produotion,  eaoh oomponent being produced by at 

least two manufacturers. 

Thus there is a continuous interest in renewal and moderni sat i o i, to the 
advantage of the user. 

As a result of the development of pneumatio and hydraulio components, the market 

for them has expanded.   In addition to the machine tool industry, the following 
industries are being supplì ed i 

[1) The automotive industry, 
(2) The iron end steel industry, 
.3) The petro-chemioal industry, 
Í4) The paper industry, 
À) The packing industry, 
fé) The cereals processing industry, 
[?) The meat industry, 

Etc. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, at present it oan bo affirmed that the Argentine machine tool 

industry has the appropriate facilities in this field, from modern pneumatio ana 

hydraulic components and specialised oourses on them, to technical assistance from 

manufacturers. 
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